CALMAN 2016 ULTIMATE DISPLAY CALIBRATION SOFTWARE
The complete color calibration solution for any setup.

Computer Monitors
Use 1D LUTs and ICC profiles to correct the output of computer monitors.

Production Studios
Calibrate any screen in a production studio, including grade-1 monitors.

Flat Panel Displays
Adjust the picture settings of an HDTV or 4K display to match industry standards.

Projectors
Calibrate front or rear projection displays to industry color standards.

Video Walls
Color-match adjacent panels in a multi-panel video wall.

Medical Monitors
Calibrate medical imaging displays to international DICOM standards.

Automated Profiling
With CalMAN’s acclaimed automation features, profiling and analyzing the color performance of a display or monitor is fast, automated and highly accurate.

Advanced 3D LUTs
CalMAN provides the latest, most advanced technology for creating corrective 3D LUTs and is faster and more accurate than any other calibration software.

Hardware Integration
SpectraCal works closely with its industry partners to provide calibration solutions that integrate seamlessly with existing devices and applications.

Contact Your Local Reseller for Pricing
Visit www.spectracal.com/calman-ultimate to learn more.